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for his ships but lost heavily before regaining them. A contem-
porary truly remarked that the expedition returned to England
'with no little dishonour to our nation, excessive charge to our
treasury, and great slaughter of our men'.1 Charles was now
more than ever bent upon protecting the Huguenots. Louis
XIII, he said, cis determined to destroy La Rochclle, and I am
no less resolved to support it'; and Buckingham added, 'as long
as this punctilio exists, it is useless to think or speak of peace.'2
A new expedition was made ready and sailed under the com-
mand of Denbigh, but found that Richelieu had erected such
formidable moles across the narrow channel that led to La
Rochelle that to attack was to invite disaster* The obstinacy
of Charles and his favourite was proof even against this dis-
couragement, and Buckingham was at Portsmouth getting ready
still another expedition when he was assassinated.
But the favourite's death did not produce harmony between
king and legislature.   When Charles dissolved parliament in
 1629,	with the intention of ruling without it for the future, peace
became essential, because to wage war without parliamentary
grants was impossible. To arrange the treaty of Susa with France
was comparatively easy, since the fall of La Rochelle had re-
moved the ostensible cause of the war, and the difficulties about
belligerent rights at sea were ignored.  To come to terms with
Spain proved more difficult, because at first Charles was unwill-
ing to treat except in concert with the States General, and he was
still anxious to insist upon Spanish aid to recover the Palatinate,
Eventually the treaty'of Madrid was signed on 5 November
 1630,	and was very similar in terms to the treaty of 1604; but
its conclusion entailed the abandonment by Charles of both his
sister Elizabeth and his allies- These two treaties mark the end of
the only attempt of the early Stuarts to pursue an active foreign
policy. Their efforts had been totally devoid of any success on the
Continent, and were largely responsible for the loss of the Palati-
nate, the defeat of Christian IV, and the downfall of La Roclidic,
The results in England, however, were no less important*
Clarendon3 in his old age painted in vivid colours the cumula-
tive effects of the successive disasters that had befallen English
expeditions. Both services were mutinous not only for want of
pay but also for detestation of Buckingham's authority* The
1 Original Letters, and scr., iii. 251.
* State Papers, Venetian, xto6-x(to# (1914), pp. 54.3-3.	* //frfap, i. 87-8.

